For each individual, a 2D picture of the ventral branches is taken (first panel). The contour is smoothed (second panel). The curvature along the contour is obtained by finite differences and again smoothed (third panel). Curvature (vertical-axis) is shown along the contour, starting from the leftmost point of the contour, the horizontals-axis is the relative distance (divided by total distance). The three dashed vertical lines represent automatic detection limits (lines 1 and 3) and the imputed global midpoint (see methods). Red points represent peaks and therfore curvature maxima whereas blue points represent cavities and therefore curvature minima. Since D. yakuba is not sensitive to temperature, we only show one characteristic shape. yakuba isofemale strains at both 18 and 25°C. Each node gives the spine-thrust mean of all samples included in that node and the proportion of the total dataset included in that node. Below each node are two alternatives: to the left the condition is true and to the right the condition is false. Note that the split between D. santomea and D. yakuba happens at the top thereby suggesting that neither temperature nor years have an effect within D. yakuba on spine-thrust. Figure S1 . Parameter adjustment for the machine detection algorithm. Training of the algorithm relies on two layers of transformation that are each dependent on one parameter: coordinate smoothing for transformation of contours (horizontal-axis) and curvature smoothing for transformation of curvature profiles (vertical-axis). Training was performed using a set of 60 individuals, 30 D. santomea 1563 and 30 D. yakuba Oku (see Table 1 ) for which we manually digitized both landmarks and contours. For each values of the two smoothing parameters, we performed linear regression of spine-thrust from manually digitized landmarks against spinethrust derived from automatically digitized landmarks. The colors and values represent the rsquared from that regression. The value used for all detections is contoured in white. 
